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Driver torque estimation in Electric Power Steering system using an
H∞/H2 Proportional Integral Observer

Kazusa Yamamoto 1,2, Damien Koenig 1, Olivier Sename 1 and Pascal Moulaire 2

Abstract— This paper deals with the design of a Proportional
Integral (PI) observer to estimate the driver torque in an
Electric Power Steering (EPS) system. The PI observer is
obtained by solving a multi-objective optimization problem: it
should both be barely sensitive to road disturbances and sensor
noise, and converge swiftly. The performance of the proposed
observer is illustrated by simulation results using experimental
data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, most of the vehicles uses Electric Power Steer-
ing (EPS) systems. Indeed, compared to hydraulic steering
systems, EPS systems improve fuel efficiency (with a fuel
economy up to 5%), quality of feedback to the driver and
ease of integration in the vehicle.

In modern vehicles, steering systems help the driver turn
the vehicle, improving both safety and comfort. In order
to do so, an assistance torque is provided by an electric
assistance motor, to reduce the amount of torque required
from the driver to turn the wheels in the desired direction.
The amount of supplied power is defined by the Electronic
Control Unit (ECU) according to a motor torque control
policy, containing an assistance rule depending on the vehicle
speed and measurements from a torque sensor [1].

A. Problem statement

Reducing production costs (e.g by removing a sensor)
and improving the performance of EPS control system is a
challenge for EPS system suppliers in the automotive market.
One of the main requirements in EPS systems is to determine
the amount of assist torque to provide. This is usually done
using a torque sensor to measure applied steering torque.
However, failure of this sensor could lead to a sudden loss of
steering assistance. For driving comfort and safety reasons,
such an event should be avoided. Moreover, it may be noted
that the output of the torque sensor is reliable while the driver
torque is constant and the assist motor is not providing an
additional torque [2],[3]. Developing a controller based on
sensorless driver torque estimation may offer improvements
in both production costs and performance by providing a
better estimation of the actual value of the driver torque
[3],[4].
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B. State of the art

Several studies have already been carried out on driver
torque estimation in EPS systems. Marouf et al. proposed in
[2], [4], [5], a Sliding Mode Observer (SMO) to estimate
both the driver torque and the road reaction force in an
EPS system. However, it does not satisfy the observer
matching condition, since additional inputs for the observer
are generated using High Order Sliding Mode Differentiator
(HOSMD). The SMO is based on a simplified EPS state-
space representation and uses as inputs the steering wheel
angle and the absolute angular position of the motor (“mo-
tor angle” in the remainder of this paper). [2] studies a
resolverless EPS system, in which motor angle is computed
using HOSMD on the measured motor current, whereas in
[4], [5] the two angles are measured. In [6], an observer
computing the driver and load torque is designed by pole
placement. In this case, the measured inputs of the observer
are the torque sensor signal and the steering column speed.
Another estimator is introduced in [3] and [7] using the
torque sensor signal and the assist motor input current. The
estimator is deduced from the EPS transfer function model.
However, in order to get a stable transfer function in the
specified frequency range, approximations have been made
in computing the estimator. In [8] an indirect estimation is
used to compute the driver torque, since it is deduced from
estimation of the road reaction torque and the motor shaft
torque. These torques are computed using a model of the
vehicle dynamics and a Direct Current (DC) motor model.
In [9] a Kalman filter is implemented to estimate all the
states of a dual-pinion EPS system. Motor angle and voltage
are the required measurements.

These previous studies show that driver torque estimation
is still an open issue. The challenge is to avoid the need
of a torque sensor to estimate the driver torque. Moreover
the estimation algorithm should be implementable under
some software/hardware constraints e.g ECU storage space.
Moreover, the implementation of the observer on a mass-
produced vehicle requires developing new safety concepts
with respect to embedded complexity, which is made easier
by using a linear observer.

C. Contribution

The main contribution of this paper is the application-
oriented design of a PI observer to estimate the driver torque
on an EPS system. The steering wheel angle and the assist
motor angle are required inputs measurements for the PI
observer. Then, the observer gains are chosen to get a fast



estimation and to minimize the effects of road disturbances
(resp. sensor noise) on the driver torque estimation error, in
an H∞ framework (resp. H2 framework).

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
EPS model limited to its mechanical relations. Section III
describes the multi-objectives design of the PI observer, and
section IV shows synthetic results based on numerical sim-
ulation. Then, performance of the PI observer are illustrated
by simulation results using experimental data in section V.
Finally, section VI leads to the conclusions and future works.

II. EPS SYSTEM MODEL

Mechanical model of EPS

The EPS system can be decomposed into four main parts:
the steering wheel, the assist motor, the pinion and the rack.
The pinion type EPS (P-EPS) simplified mechanical model
structure is illustrated in Figure 1 similarly as in [10].

Fig. 1. P-EPS mechanical model

Applying Newton’s laws of motion and neglecting dry
friction, the P-EPS model is governed by the equations:

Jcθ̈c = τd −
(
Dtb(θ̇c − θ̇p) +Ktb(θc − θp)

)
−Bcθ̇c (1)

Jmθ̈m = τm−
(
Dg(θ̇m −Gθ̇p) +Kg(θm −Gθp)

)
−Bmθ̇m

(2)

Jpθ̈p =
(
Dtb(θ̇c − θ̇p) +Ktb(θc − θp)

)
+G

(
Dg(θ̇m −Gθ̇p) +Kg(θm −Gθp)

)
−Rp

(
Dpr(Rpθ̇p − Ẋr) +Kpr(Rpθp −Xr)

)
(3)

JrẌr = τroad +
(
Dpr(Rpθ̇p − Ẋr) +Kpr(Rpθp −Xr)

)
−
(
DrẊr +KrXr

)
−BrẊr (4)

where the variables are θc the steering wheel angle (rad), θm
the motor angle (rad), θp the pinion angle (rad), Xr the rack
position (m) and the mechanical parameters are described in
Table I.

Hence the state-space representation of the P-EPS system

Notation Description Unit
Jc Steering column inertia kg.m2

Bc Steering column viscous friction N.m/(rad/s)
Ktb Torsion bar stiffness N.m/rad
Dtb Torsion bar damping N.m/(rad/s)
Jp Pinion/gear inertia kg.m2

Kpr Pinion/rack stiffness N/m
Dpr Pinion/rack damping N/(m/s)
Rp Pinion/rack reducer m/rad
Jr Rack and tie rods mass kg
Br Rack viscous friction N/(m/s)
Kr Rack stiffness N/m
Dr Rack damping N/(m/s)
G Worm/gear reduction ratio −
Jm Motor inertia kg.m2

Bm Motor viscous friction N.m/(rad/s)
Kg Worm/gear stiffness N.m/rad
Dg Worm/gear damping N.m/(rad/s)

TABLE I
EPS SYSTEM MECHANICAL PARAMETERS

is the following:{
ẋ = Ax+Bu+ Ed+Ww

y = Cx+Nn
(5)

with x =
(
θ̇c θ̇m θ̇p Ẋr θc θm θp Xr

)T ∈ Rnx

are the internal states, d ∈ R is the driver torque to be
estimated, w ∈ R the road reaction torque is the unknown
input, and u ∈ R the assist motor torque is the control signal.
The available measurements are y =

(
θc θm

)T ∈ Rny

which are affected by white gaussian noise n ∈ R. Moreover
N is the weighting matrix associated to n in the form
N = βI with β ∈ R+.

In this paper the model identification and validation are
not detailed. However, the given model was validated upon
experimental data on the relevant frequency domain. Figure
2 shows the typical experimental and simulated frequency
responses (computed as described in [11]) used to validate
the model. In this case, the signal is applied as the motor
torque input (control signal). Using a sinus of amplitude
10N.m with frequency from 0.1 to 60Hz, the obtained
transfer function from control signal to motor angle Tθmu
is shown below in Figure 2.
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III. PI OBSERVER DESIGN

The main objective is to estimate the unmeasured driver
torque input d, considering the unknown input w as a
disturbance. Such a problem is similar to the unknown
input observer design problem as described in [12], [13].
However, the system (5) does not fulfill the exact disturbance
decoupling condition. Therefore, a H∞/H2 PI observer
is proposed to minimize the effect of sensor noise and
road disturbances while providing a fast convergence of the
estimation. Moreover, it should be ensured that driver torque
acts in low frequency, since the PI observer dynamic allows
to estimate constant and slowly time varying input.

In order to specify the frequency range for disturbance
attenuation, a weighting function Wf (s) is introduced as:

w = Wf (s)w̄ ⇔

{
ẋw = Awxw +Bww̄

w = Cwxw +Dww̄
(6)

Indeed, the road reaction force can reach up to 10kN
for parking manoeuvres. This means even an attenuation of
−60dB implies an error on the estimation up to 10N.m,
whereas the driver torque doesn’t exceed 30N.m. The
weighting function is therefore used to specify a frequency
domain where the disturbance w should be attenuated.

The augmented representation combining (5) and (6) is:{
ẋa = Aaxa +Bau+ Ead+Waw̄

y = Caxa +Nn
(7)

where xa =
(
xT xTw

)T
are the augmented states

and the associated matrices are Aa =

(
A WCw
0 Aw

)
,

Wa =

(
WDw

Bw

)
, Ea =

(
E
0

)
, Ba =

(
B
0

)
, Ca =

(
C 0

)
.

The PI observer for the augmented representation (7) is
written as follows :{

˙̂xa = Aax̂a + Ead̂+ Lp(y − Cax̂a) +Bau

˙̂
d = Li(y − Cax̂a)

(8)

The condition for the existence of the observer is that the
pair

([
Aa Ea

]
,
[
Ca 0

])
is detectable i.e

rank

pI −Aa −Ea
0 pI
C 0

 = nxa + nd (9)

∀p ∈ C such that Re(p) ≥ 0. Here nxa
= nx + nw and nd

denote the number of states xa in (7) and nd = 1 refers to
the state d of the driver torque.

Defining the extended state
(
xTa dT

)T
and the estimation

error ead =
(
(xa − x̂a)T (d− d̂)T

)T
and assuming ḋ ≈ 0

(however this might be a restrictive hypothesis for evasive
manoeuvres that imply fast driver dynamic), the dynamic of
the estimation error deduced from (7) and (8) is:{

ėad = (Aad − LaCad)ead +Wadw + LaNn

z̃ = Dadead
(10)

where La =
(
Lp Li

)T
is the observer gain to be deter-

mined, z̃ = d − d̂ is the observer output and the associated

matrices are Aad =

(
Aa Ea
0 0

)
, Wad =

(
Wa

0

)
, Cad =(

Ca 0
)
, Dad =

(
0 1

)
. From (10), Aad − LaCad is

Hurwitz if and only if the pair (Aad, Cad) is detectable, or
equivalently:

rank


pI −A −WCw −E

0 pI −Aw 0
0 0 pI
C 0 0

 = nx + nw + nd (11)

∀p ∈ C such that Re(p) ≥ 0. Here nx and nw denotes
the number of states x in (5) and xw in (6). Since a stable
weighting function is chosen for (6), (11) comes to:

rank

pI −A −E
0 pI
C 0

 = nx + nd (12)

for all p such that Re(p) ≥ 0. For (5) the condition (12) is
satisfied thus the observer described in (8) exists.

Figure 3 shows the augmented representation and the
observer. Plant inputs are the unknown input w specified
on a frequency range, the driver torque d to estimate and the
control signal u. The PI observer inputs are the control signal
u, the measured plant output y affected by sensor noise n.
Its output is the estimated driver torque d̂.

Wf (s)
w̄

P lant
w +

+ Observer
y d̂

d, u n u

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the augmented system and observer

As explained below, the first design objective is to ensure
the performances of the estimation through the specifications
of the observer poles. On the other hand, even if the observer
estimates all the internal states x̂a, the performance objective
will focus only on the minimization of the driver torque
estimation error d− d̂ which explains the choice of z̃. Then,
the design of the observer aims at minimizing the effect of
road disturbances (resp. sensor noise) subject to H∞-norm
(resp. H2-norm) on the driver torque estimation error. This
needs to handle the sensitivity functions deduced from (10)
:

Tz̃w̄ = Dad (sI − (Aad − LaCad))−1
Wad (13)

Tz̃n = Dad (sI − (Aad − LaCad))−1
LaN (14)

A. Pole placement

As the observer dynamic response is defined by the
eigenvalues of (Aad − LaCad), setting an upper bound
λmin on the real part of the observer poles ensures a fast
convergence of the estimate. Indeed, the other poles are in
that case greater than λmin. Such a constraint is formulated
as the following Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) condition
developed in [14],[15]:

ATadP + PAad − CTadY − Y Cad + 2λminP < 0 (15)



where Y = PLa with P a positive definite matrix, the
observer gain La is deduced as La = P−1Y after solving
the LMI equations. Using La as in (15) for the observer
gain ensures that all the poles are in the left-half plane
region Re(λ) < λmin.

B. H∞ performance

As stated in the beginning of section III, the road reaction
disturbance w should be highly attenuated. In practice, it
is sufficient to minimize the disturbance effects on the
frequency domain of interest for the considered application.
The weighting function described in (6) is a filter, where the
design parameters are the minimal bandwith ωb, the steady
state error k1 and the maximum of the sensibility function
K1. In practice, the road disturbance has to be rejected in low
frequencies (up to 30Hz), as it is the range of frequencies for
driver’s torque inputs. The minimization of the disturbances
w̄ on the driver torque estimation error z̃ is handled using
H∞-norm, determined by bounding the transfer function z̃
to w̄. The problem formulation is given as: minimize γ∞
such that ||Tz̃w̄||∞ ≤ γ2

∞. Thus the LMI below is satisified:(
ATadP + PAad − CTadY − Y Cad +DT

adDad PWad

∗ −γ2
∞

)
< 0

(16)
let ∗ denotes the symmetric element.

C. H2 performance

The minimization of the effect of sensor noise n on
the driver torque estimation error z̃ is handled using the
generalized H2-norm, of the transfer function from z̃ to n
(sse [16]). The problem formulation is given as: minimize γ2

such that ||Tz̃n||∞ ≤ γ2
2 . Thus the LMIs below are satisfied:(

ATadP + PAad − CTadY − Y Cad −Y N
∗ −I

)
< 0(

P DT
ad

∗ γ2
2

)
> 0 (17)

It is worth noting that, as in subsection B, a weighting
function could be introduced to specify the frequency range
on which sensor noise should be attenuated. Besides, sensor
noise itself is a high frequency signal.

D. Design procedure in the H∞/H2 framework

Proposition 1: Consider the system model (5) under the
assumption ḋ = 0 and the PI observer described in (8).

If there exists P = PT > 0 and Y satisfying: min αγ∞+
(1−α)γ2 with α ∈ [0; 1] with positive scalars γ∞, γ2 subject
to the LMIs (15)–(17). Then, the observer (8) is an H∞/H2

PI observer with the gain La = P−1Y .
Note that a common Lyapunov matrix P has been used to

ensure convexity to the multi-objective problem [15].

IV. DESIGN ANALYSIS

In this part, numerical synthesis results computed from
the design described in Section III are presented. First, the
results obatined with an observer satisfying the hypothesis

of Proposition 1 are shown. Then, a comparison is made
between design performances of H∞, H2 and H∞/H2.

Finding La such as described in Proposition 1, the fol-
lowing results are deduced: taking α = 0.5, the attenuation
level is given by γ∞ = 0.2365 and γ2 = 0.645. Moreover,
Figure 4 shows the region of the resulting pole placement.
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Fig. 4. Observer’s poles

To see the efficiency of H∞/H2, a comparison with H∞
and H2 performance has been carried out. From (10) the
effective attenuation subject to minimization of H∞-norm is
shown by the Bode diagram of the transfer function from the
disturbance w to the driver torque estimation error z̃:

|Tz̃w| < |W−1
f |γ

2
∞ (18)

Figure 5 shows the resulting attenuation of the disturbance
on the estimation error subject to the minimization problems
H∞, H2 and H∞/H2. Note that all methods meet the
requirements (18).
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Figure 6 shows the resulting attenuation of the sensor
noise on the estimation error subject to the minimization
problems H∞, H2 and H∞/H2. The left side illustrates the
attenuation of the driver torque estimation error z̃ depending
on the sensor noise on the steering wheel angle y1 = θc+βn
and the right one depending on the sensor noise on the motor
angle y2 = θm + βn.
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Figure 7 shows the bandwidth of the observer subject
to the result of the minimization problem H∞, H2 and
H∞/H2. The transfer function Td̂d is deduced from (5) and
(8):

Td̂d = Dad(sI−(Aad−LaCad))−1La.C(sI−A)−1E (19)
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In Table II the norms of ||Tz̃w||∞ and ||Tz̃n||2 obtained
from the resulting observers following the three minimization
problems H∞, H2 and H∞/H2 are shown.

H2 H∞ H∞/H2

‖Tz̃w‖∞ 6.5382E-3 2.8892E-7 4.5015E-3
‖Tz̃θc‖2 1.974 9.6728 0.6459
‖Tz̃θm‖2 0.5917 0.3028 7.2380E-2

TABLE II
COMPUTED NORM OF Tz̃n AND Tz̃n SUBJECT TO STRATEGIES H∞ , H2

AND H∞/H2

Hence the mixed H∞/H2 problem is the best compromise
between attenuation of disturbance and sensor noise.

V. RESULTS

In this part the experimental results obtained with the
designed observer described in Section V are shown.

The PI observer has been tested using experimental data
gathered on a development vehicle equipped with a P-EPS
system. Besides the usual motor resolver and torque sensor
used in P-EPS system, a steering sensor and driver torque
sensor have been added to the vehicle. Figure 8 illustrates the
simulation block diagram implemented on Matlab/Simulink.

Observer
θMeasured
Steeringwheel +−d̂ z̃

dMeasured

θMeasured
Motor

Fig. 8. Block diagram of the implemented observer

In the following simulation results, the measured steering
wheel angle, motor angle and driver torque are sampled every
10ms; the implemented observer is also discretized at the
same rate. From figure 9, the frequency response of the
continuous and discretized observer are very close, ensuring
a good implementation.
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The experimental data comes from a rolling condition
without assist torque (u = 0N.m) on a test track.

A. Test 1: rolling on the track

Figure 10 shows the comparison between the measured
driver torque and the estimated torque, when the driver goes
around the track. Therefore, vehicle speed and direction are
time-varying.

B. Test 2: sinusoidal driving

Figure 11 shows the comparison between the measured
driver torque and the estimated torque, in a particular driving
condition. It involves following an “8” shaped pattern on
the track at a constant speed of 20kph. This test allows to
simulate a sinusoidal driver torque. The root mean squared
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error (RMSE) is calculated as:

RMSE =

√∑m
i=1(dmeasured(i)− d̂(i))2

m
(20)

where m is the number of data points. The resulting RMSE
for test 1 is 3.21N.m and for test 2 is 3.63N.m. Moreover
the normalized RMSE on the whole range is 7% for test 1
and 8.32% for test 2.
According to the above simulation results, it can be seen that
the observer has a good dynamic transition and an acceptable
convergence to the estimated value. Thus performance of the
PI observer are validated on experimental data.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an estimation of a P-EPS system driver
torque has been proposed using a PI observer. The observer
has been designed subject to pole placement and H∞/H2

minimization objectives. Then, the performance of the re-
sulting observer has been evaluated by simulation using
experimental measurements.

An industrial interest could be, at first, to develop a limp-
home operation mode. This means that even if a failure
occurs on the torque sensor, an assistance torque (computed
from the PI observer) could be provided to the driver. Future
works will concentrate on further improvements to the ob-

server performance. The road reaction force, e.g represented
with Lugre model, should be included in the EPS model (5).

Even though the observer can still be improved, it is
satisfactory enough to be tested on an actual vehicle using an
existing control scheme [17]. Unlike previous field testings,
the observer will be evaluated in the presence of an assist
torque (u 6= 0). Depending on the results, a motor model
might be added in (5) or a new controller based on the PI
observer might be designed to get a more efficient observer.
Furthermore a robustness analysis of the closed-loop system
including the observer and controller could be carried out.
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